### Topic | Assignment due
--- | ---
1. Scientific Method, Microbiology, Microscopy | • Outline of Lab Report for Hand Washing Experiment - 2pts
2. The Cell (Eukaryotes) | • Procedures Outline - 2pt
| | • Chart (pg 6) for Photosynthesis Lab - 2pt
3. Photosynthesis | • Photosynthesis Lab Report Due - 20pts
| | • Present Case Study - 2pts
4. Test I | • Test I - 30pts
5. Photosynthesis Experiments | • Draft of Intro and Materials & Methods section - 2pts
6. Genetics: the Principles of Mendel | • Photosynthesis Lab Report Due - 20pts
| | • Present Case Study - 2pts
7. Natural Selection & Adaptation | • Natural Selection & Adaptation Essay Due Monday, June 5th – 10pts
8. Enzymes | • Procedures Outline for Enzyme Lab - 2pts
9. Mammalian Anatomy: I | • Enzyme lab report due – 20pts
10. Mammalian Anatomy: II | • Pig Part Quiz (oral) - 8pts
11. Final Test | • Final Test - 50pts

**TOTAL** | **150pts**

_In the spirit of the UNC Honor Code, all assignments are to be your own creative work, written solely by you. If you use the internet, books, or the lab manual as a resource, you must cite your references. Please do not plagiarize (copy) other people's work since this is a violation of the Honor Code._